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studies of thick films. By definition, a metastable substance such as H zO (as) will transform 
to a more stable phase on som e time scale, though that may be so long as not to be of interest. 
For films estima ted to be c. I 000 A thick H zO (as) appears to be stable for c. 30 min at 
160 K. It must be emphasized that the results I have d escribed represent prelimina ry 
data- much more must be done to establish the validi ty of these observations. Accepting 
them to be correct, my interpretation is that a very thin film of H zO (as ) contains fewer 
nucleation sites than does a thick film , h ence the metastability range is extended , just as 
supercooling of water in a small capi ll ary is more extensive than in a large capillary by virtue 
of exclusion of crystalli zation nuclei. It is conceivable that even thinner films of H zO (as) 
can persist for some minutes at still higher temperatures. Assuming the amorphous solid 
thermodynamic properties remain like those below r 35 K , part of the gap between the 
domains of m etastability of supercooled water and H zO (as ) is thereby closed. It remains an 
open question as to whether H 2 0 (as) is, or is not, a metastable continuation of liquid water. 

J OHARI: I am not certain whether the thermodynamic properties of c. r 000 A thick layers 
(c. 360 water-molecules thick) would be the same as those of the bulk vitreous ice. I agree 
with you that more work on the properties of the material you describe is n ecessary. 

J. HALLETT : What is the evidence from "splat" (very rapid cooling by impact) studies that 
vitreous water can be obtained directly by cooling from temperatures about - 40°C? It 
would appear that such experiments on supercooled drops at -30°C might be worth taking. 

JOHARI: I am aware of only one experiment by Professor Uhlmann which succeeded in 
obtaining vitreous water by splat cooling . His result has not been publish ed in a paper but 
has appeared in the cited references in several papers on vitreous ice. Yes, I agree with you 
that the experiment you propose might be worth undertaking. 
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ABSTRACT. The dipole m oment fL of an H zO molecule in the orientationally disordered 
ices is greater than the moment of an isolated molecule, 1.84 D, due to two factors: (i) the 
mutual polarization of molecules, and (ii) the short-range average correlation of the dipole 
vectors, if the molecules are able to reorient. The magnitude of the average enhancement is 
given by Kirkwood's equation, 

(1) 

where EO and E oo are resp ectively the limiting low- and high-frequency relative permittivity 
of orientational polarization , N is the number density of dipoles, k is the Boltzmann constant 
and T is the temperature. The dipolar correlation factor g is defined by, 

g = lim < I fL i ·fL1)/fLZ, (2) 
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where fJ- i and fJ- j are the dipole moments of molecules i and j in a spherical region of radius r 
immersed in a larger spherical region of radius R and the angular brackets indicate average 
over all molecules i and a ll their orientations. In view of the defects, vacancies, imperfections, 
etc., in ice, it is not certain if the lim its in Equation (2) have any exper im ental significance. 
H owever, an approximate value of g can be calculated by taking molecules up to the second 
co-ordination shell. 

The theoretica l value of g for polycrystalli ne ice VI which is fu ll y disordered (within the 
restrictions of ice ru les) has been calcu lated by taking molecules up to the second neares t 
neighbours, in both the d endritic and non-dendritic m odels. The calculations were done for 
two kinds of molecules, I and II , having m ul tiplicities 2 and 8 respectively, in the tetragonal 
unit cell in space group P42/nmc, and, through the use of symmetry, keep ing to a minimum 
the number of sca lar products. 

In both the dendritic and non-dendritic models, gI is 10% , or more, greater than gII and 
the appropriately weighted values of g are 2.342 in the form er and 2.065 in the latter model. 
The effect of ring closure is, therefore, to reduce the value of g by 13% . The limiting high 
temperature experimental value of g from Equation ( I), using Onsager 's theory for the 
enhan cem ent of the dipole moment by its own reaction field , is 2.42 (Johari and W ha lley, 
1976). By analogy with the 10% discrepancy between the theoretica l and experimental 
values of g of ice I , a be tte r es timate of the experimenta l g of ice VI (using a reaction fie ld 
other than that given by the Onsager theory) would be about I O ~~ less than this value. 
Thus the suggested exper im ental g of ice VI (2. 18) is close to the theoretical values obtained 
from either of the two models and there is li ttl e contribution to g from neigh bours beyond the 
econd co-ord ination shell. 
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DISCUSSION 

W . B. K AMB: In doing the calcu lations, did you place the protons directl y on the 0 - 0 centre
line , or somewhat off these li nes as they rea lly must be because the 0 - 0 - 0 bond angles 
are fa r from the H - O - H angle of the water molecul e? 

G. P. J OHARI : We p laced the protons direc tly on the 0 - 0 centre-lines only for the sake of 
conven ience in our diagrams of projection of the unit cell of ice VI. T he protons must of 
course be off these lines . In our calculat ions it does not matter where you p lace them in 
relation to the 0 - 0 centre-line, a long as the d ipole moment of a given water molecu le, 
which is directed a long the bisector ofH- O - H angle, is parallel to the bisec tor of the 0 - 0 - 0 
anglc . 

.J. F . NAGLE: I wou ld li ke to fo llow up your brief comments about the an isotropy. Is there 
enough geometrical an isotropy in ice VI to show up in a calcu lation of g that goes only as far 
as second neighbours? 

J OHARI: Yes, it seems there is. T here are two four-membered rings for molecules of type I 
(which lie on the four-fo ld axis) and th ree four-mem bered rings for molecules of type II 
(which lie on the symmetry point m). Th ese rings extend to second neighbours. 
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